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Abstract-Several computationally simple modifications of the streamline diffusion finite element 
method are developed for linear convection-dominated convection-diffusion problems in two dimen- 
sions. Numerical experiments show that these modifications yield significantly more accurate results 
than are attainable from the basic streamline diffusion method. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we consider the accurate numerical solution of singularly perturbed convection- 
diffusion problems. These problems arise in the modelling of many physical processes that occur 
in engineering and science, such as the dispersal of a pollutant through a moving viscous medium 
(e.g., a river or the atmosphere), currents in semiconductor devices, and airflow past an aerofoil. 
The solution of such problems usually exhibits layers; these are narrow regions where some 
first-order derivative of the solution is large. It is, in general, very difficult to obtain an accurate 
solution inside layers [1,2]. 
Many special&d methods have been developed for the numerical solution of convection- 
diffusion problems. We shall concentrate on one of the most widely used: the Streamline amion 
Finite Element Method (SDFEM). This was introduced by Hughes and Brooks [3]; it is described 
and analysed in [1,2,4]. Unlike standard Gale&in finite element methods, the SDFEM produces 
stable solutions on coarse meshes. It is known to yield accurate solutions in regions where the 
solution of the convection-diffusion problem is smooth, i.e., away from layers. Near layers, on the 
other hand, it can give oscillatory and inaccurate solutions. 
Our objective in this paper is to investigate simple linear modifications of the SDFEM that 
improve its numerical accuracy on coarse meshes. The enhancements that we study include the 
a priori addition of skew diffusion and of local isotropic diffusion, and the postprocessing of 
solutions. 
The benefits reaped apply, not only to coarse mesh solutions, but also when using adaptive 
meshes. The construction of adaptive mesh methods is discussed in [2]; they are often very 
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effective in solving convection-diffusion problems. As adaptive meshing techniques are based 
on initial solutions obtained on coarse meshes, the use of well-designed coarse-mesh methods 
enhances their efficiency. 
The main qualities that we aim for in our computed solutions are as follows. 
6) 
(ii) 
The 
Sharpness of layers. By this we mean that, when solving convection-diffusion problems, 
we shall attempt to compute oscillation-free layers without excessive smearing. 
Preservation of accuracy away from layers. We do not want to disturb the known accuracy 
of the basic SDFEM in regions where the solution is smooth. 
paper is organized as follows. We describe the basic streamline diffusion finite element 
method in Section 2. Section 3 considers this method in one dimension, in order to understand 
some of its underlying mechanisms more clearly. The heart of the paper is Section 4, where we 
discuss the optimal use of the basic method and then propose three modifications of it, each of 
which improves its accuracy. 
2. THE STREAMLINE DIFFUSION METHOD 
Consider the singularly perturbed convection-diffusion problem 
-&Au+T.Q+u= f, in s1 := (0, 1)2, 
on an. (2.1) u = 9, 
Here 0 < E < 1, p = (&,pz) with [l/3]] = 1, where I] . II is the &(a) norm, and ug denotes the 
directional derivative in the direction /3. 
We examine the numerical solution of this problem on a uniform mesh of diameter h. Classical 
numerical methods yield poor results for this problem when E < h, as the typical solutions 
produced have spurious oscillations throughout most of 0 (see, e.g., [2]). Furthermore, it is 
impractical to make h so small globally that h = O(E): in practice, often E = 0(10T6), and 
the mesh would then contain 0(1012) elements, which would require vast amounts of computer 
memory merely to store the computed solution! Consequently we confine our attention to the 
case E << h. 
In order to describe the SDFEM for (2.1), we first give a variational formulation. Let 
fP(52) = 
{ 
0 E L2(R) : -&, & E L2p-q 
1 
and 
be the 
H1(Q) 
H;(0) = {w E H’(n) : v = 0 on an}, 
usual Sobolev spaces. Then the standard variational formulation for (2.1) is: find u E 
such that u = g, on 6% and 
c (Vu, Vu) + (uo + u, u) = (f, u), for all w E H,(0). 
The SDFEM achieves stability by adding extra diffusion in the direction of p (which for sta- 
tionary problems is often called the streamline direction). This is done by replacing the test 
function u in the variational formulation by u + 6~0, where 6 is a user-chosen positive parameter. 
Let Th be a triangulation of 0, with associated trial and test spaces. Then the Streamline 
Difision Finite Element Method is: find uh in the trial space such that u = g, on Xl and 
--~6 (AUK, vp) + E (Vuh, Vu) + (u; + uh, TV + 6~) = (f, w + 6vp), 
for all u in the test space, where we define 
(Auh, vq) = c ,j- Auhvp dx. 
Kc?-” K 
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Note that the (A&, wp) term vanishes when one uses piecewise linear trial functions. Even 
if this term is present, it can be shown that it does not degrade the stability induced by the 
6($, Up) term provided that 6 = O(h) is sufficiently small (41. 
When the SDFEM is applied to various sample problems, it does yield a reasonable approxi- 
mation of the solution. Nevertheless, it has some drawbacks. A typical example of these is shown 
in Figure 2, in which all three layers exhibit spurious oscillations. This unpleasant behaviour 
of the SDFEM is well known, and a nonlinear modification of the SDFEM that damps spuri- 
ous oscillations (but does not remove them entirely) has been examined by several authors (see, 
e.g., [4]). In the present paper, we shall investigate several simple linear enhancements of the 
SDFEM that are designed to improve its performance in the presence of layers. 
3. ANALYSIS IN ONE DIMENSION 
In order to get a firmer grasp of the mechanisms involved in the numerical solution of convec- 
tion-diffusion problems and to motivate some of our methodology in two dimensions, we first 
examine the SDFEM for a twopoint boundary value problem. 
EXAMPLE 3.1. Consider the one-dimensional convection-diffusion problem 
--EU” + u’ = 0, on (0, I), (3.1) 
U(0) = 1, u(1) = 0, (3.2) 
where 0 < E < 1. The solution to this problem is 
u(x) = 
1 _ e-(l-z)/E 
1 _e-1/E . (3.3) 
Clearly u M 1, on most of [0, l), and there is a boundary layer at z = 1. 
It is easy to see how to adapt our earlier description of the SDFEM to this twopoint boundary 
value problem. We shall use a uniform mesh with N = l/h intervals, with trial space 
Sh := {w : v(0) = 1, v(1) = 0, v is piecewise linear on the mesh}. 
The formulation of the SDFEM is now: find uh E Sh such that 
(E + 6) ((Uh)‘, w’) + ((Uh)‘, V) = 0, forallvESi, (3.4) 
where St := {U : v(O) = 0, v(1) = 0, w is piecewise linear on the mesh}. 
We observe that (3.4) is equivalent to the standard Gale&in formulation for the problem 
-cu” + 21’ = 0, (3.5) 
where E := E + 6. This is not unexpected because, as noted by Tobiska in [5], the computed 
numerical solution of a singularly perturbed problem with a given diffusion parameter e and 
a mesh size h, is usually closer to the true solution of this problem with a modified diision 
parameter E, than to the true solution of the original problem. 
It is now our task to choose 6 in such a way that uh, the computed solution obtained from (3.4), 
is 8s close as possible to the exact solution of Example 3.1. 
Let {Xj : j = 0,. . . , N} be the set of mesh points. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let uh be the computed solution to (3.5), with u: the value of uh at the point xj. 
Then uh satisfies the relationship 
uj” - Uj”_l = < (?$+I - u3) ) forj=l,...,N-1, 
where we set c = (2 - h/E)/(2 + h/C). 
PROOF. Write the difference scheme generated by the SDFEM as a recurrence relation in UF - 
$-I. I 
Lemma 3.1 shows that the magnitude of successive oscillations in the computed solution in- 
creases geometrically from left to right and depends on the choice of 6, since E = s + 6. 
The next result gives an explicit formula for the computed solution. 
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THEOREM 3.2. For j = 0,. . . , N, we have 
+1- 
<N _ p-j 
CN-1 * (3.6) 
PROOF. Use induction on j and the boundary conditions u$ = 1, uk = 0. I 
We know also, from (3.3) that the actual solution u(z) is essentially equal to 1 on the interval 
[0, z~_i] (recall that h << E). Thus, if we can choose S to make uh M 1 for j = 0,. . . , N - 1, then 
our computed solution will be accurate. But it is clear from Theorem 3.2 that we can achieve 
u: = 1 for j < N, by requiring that c = 0; that is, the optimal choice of S in the SDFEM is 
6+. (3.7) 
A useful variation of the basic SDFEM stems from the next observation. In (3.4) and (3.5), 
we saw that applying the SDFEM is equivalent to increasing the amount of diffusion in the 
original problem, then applying a standard Gale&in finite element method. But why increase 
the amount of diffusion over all of [O,l], even though the layer lies at z = l? It is natural to 
attempt to stabilize the solution by artificially increasing the diffusion only near z = 1. We call 
this approach local isotropic diffusion (LID). 
Thus, we now apply the SDFEM with 6 = 0 on all mesh intervals except [zN_i, 11. The choice 
of S on this final mesh interval is as yet undetermined. This yields the difference scheme 
E (-uj”+r + 2ujh - uh 
h 
3-1’ + ‘2ljhtl--2ljh_” -0 
2 -’ 
for j=1,..., N-2 
7 (3.6) 
and 
& (-T&2 + 2u;_, - ‘1Lg 
h 
+ 6 (l&l-1 - UX) + (?&I -@v-J = 
h 2 
0. 
We can analyse the LID modification in much the same way as we dealt with the SDFEM 
earlier, and hence, choose an appropriate value for the parameter 6. It turns out once again, that 
6 = h/2 - E is optimal and yields a solution that is visually indistinguishable from the actual 
solution at all mesh points. 
The advantages of the LID modification will become far more apparent for problems in two 
dimensions. 
4. ENHANCEMENTS OF THE SDFEM IN TWO DIMENSIONS 
4.1. The Sample Problems 
In this section, we shall apply the SDFEM to the following pair of typical convection-diffusion 
problems on the unit square R := (0, 1)2 in R2. 
EXAMPLE 4.1. We consider 
-&Au + u, = 0, on R, 
where E = 10m6, with the Dirichlet boundary conditions 
u(z,O) = (1 - x)21 u(z, 1) = (1 - z)~, ~(0, y) = 1 and ~(1, y) = 0, on dR. 
The solution to this problem has an exponential boundary layer at the side x = 1, and parabolic 
boundary layers at the sides y = 0 and y = 1 of R (see [2, Example III.l.lG]). 
EXAMPLE 4.2. We consider 
-~Au+(cos(~))u,+(sin(~))u~=O, onQ (4-l) 
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U(O,Y) = 1, for 0 5 y 5 0.2, u(0, y) = 0, for 0.2 < y < 1, U(l,Y) = 0, 
t&(5,1) = 0, U(Z,O) = 1, forOIzi1. 
The discontinuity in the boundary data at the point (0,0.2) causes an interior layer that is 
propagated across R. There will also be layers at the outflow boundaries along the sides z = 1 
and {(z, 1) : 0.8 cot(:) 5 z 5 1) (cf. [4, Example 9.21). 
In our numerical computations, we shall use uniform triangular meshes that are formed by 
first taking the tensor product of 20 = l/h equal intervals on the x-axis and on the Y-axis, then 
bisecting each mesh square into two triangles in a south-west to north-east fashion. The mesh, 
thus, consists of 441 nodes and 800 triangular elements. Nevertheless, for convenience, each 
solution has been plotted on the underlying rectangular grid. 
4.2. Optimizing the SDFEM Parameter 6 
Figure 1 displays the computed solution to Example 4.1 with the streamline diffusion parame- 
ter 6 set equal to h/2. The view is with the side y = 0 closest to the viewer, and with the origin 
at the bottom left-hand corner. 
We see that the outflow layer at z = 1 is computed very sharply. This layer is similar to the 
layer in Example 3.1 earlier, where the choice 6 = h/2 - t was proved to be optimal, so (since 
h/2 - E ca h/2) this good result is not unexpected. 
0.2 
i 
0 ,’ , 0 / 
0.2 
/ 
0.4 
/ 
0.6 0.6 
Figure 1. Solution to Example 4.1 computed by the basic SDFEM. 
There are significant nonphysical oscillations in Figure 1 along the sides y = 0 and y = 1. It 
is well known that in numerical solutions of convection-diffusion problems, parabolic layers often 
cause oscillations that are localized but are difficult to eliminate [2]. In the case of the SDFEM, the 
method adds extra diffusion in the direction of convection (1,O); this controls oscillations in layers 
skew to the flow, but not oscillations in layers parallel to the flow. Numerical experiments with 
Example 4.1 show that adjusting the value of 6 has little effect on the parabolic layer oscillations, 
but causes the quality of the computed exponential layer to deteriorate. Consequently, we see 
that we shall have to augment the basic SDFEM by some extra technique, if we wish to improve 
upon the result of Figure 1. 
We next apply the basic SDFEM to Example 4.2. Unlike Example 4.1, there are no layers 
perpendicular to the direction of convection (so ideas derived from Example 3.1 are not immedi- 
ately applicable), and we now have to cope with an interior layer. If we choose 6 = h/2 again, 
the computed solution has oscillations at both boundary layers. 
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\ \ 
0.8 0.8 0.4 0.2 0 
Figure 2. Basic SDFEM solution to Example 4.2. 
Now the diffusion added by the SDFEM in the o-direction is 6 cos( $), so if we choose 6 so that 
6 cos($) = h/2, we should obtain a sharp layer at z = 1. This is indeed the case, as we show in 
Figure 3, where the side y = 1 is closest to the viewer and the origin is in the north-east corner. 
\ \ ’ 1 
\ \ \ 0.8 0.6 0.4 0.2 0 
Figure 3. Computed solution to Example 4.2 with a sharp outflow layer. 
The outflow layer at y = 1 is smeared, because the optimal value of 6 for this layer should satisfy 
ssin($) = h/2; thus, the present value of 6 is too large for this layer and introduces excessive 
diffusion. It is clear that no single value of 6 can succeed in computing both boundary layers 
sharply. Furthermore, we note that there are oscillations near the interior layer, and experiments 
show that these cannot be removed by varying 6. 
We conclude that the basic SDFEM can compute a sharp layer at a particular outflow layer 
if 6 is chosen correctly, but this choice of 6 can cause oscillations or excessive smearing at other 
outflow boundaries; oscillations near an interior layer cannot be removed by simply choosing an 
appropriate value of 6. 
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4.3. Layer-Orthogonal Diffusion 
We saw in the previous section that the basic SDFEM cannot control oscillations that occur 
parallel to the streamlines near interior and parabolic layers. This observation has lead researchers 
to consider the addition of artificial diffusion skew to the direction of convection. A sophisticated 
implementation of this idea is described in [4]; it adds a quantity of crosswind diffusion that 
depends on the computed solution, and so is a nonlinear method. While some improvement is 
obtained in the numerical solution, the results are not entirely satisfactory. We shall consider 
here a much simpler linear alternative. 
To stabilize oscillations, we shall add a small amount of artificial diffusion to the basic SDFEM. 
This diffusion is anisotropic and is added in a direction orthogonal to the layer in which we are 
interested. Recall from Section 2 the basic SDFEM for piecewise linear trial functions: find a 
piecewise linear uh, satisfying the boundary conditions such that 
E (Vuh,Vw) -I- (u$ + uh,w+b) = (f,w+bwq), 
for all piecewise linear v that vanish on dR. To add Layer-Orthogonal Diffusion, we now replace 
the test function (w + 6vp) by (U + 6wp + &VP), where p is a unit vector perpendicular to the 
desired layer, and 6, is a user-chosen parameter. The method is then 
E (vuh, VW) + ($ + Uh, 2, + svfl + 6,wg) = (f, 2, + 6wp + 6,wg) . (4.2) 
Figure 4 displays a solution computed for Example 4.1 using this method with 6 = h/2, 
p = (0,l) (i.e., diffusion is added in the y-direction), and 6, = 0.02 h. Oscillations are present 
near the parabolic layer, but they are much smaller than those in Figure 1. Furthermore, we note 
that the outflow boundary is still quite sharp. This demonstrates that the quality of computed 
layers that lie parallel to j? is unaffected by the introduction of layer-orthogonal diffusion. 
Figure 4. Solution of Example 4.1 using artificial crosswind diffusion. 
The extra parameter 6, gives us enough flexibility to circumvent the difficulty described in 
Section 4.2, wk., the inability of the basic SDFEM to compute two outflow boundary layers simul- 
taneously in a sharp manner. We consider Example 4.2, where ,0 = (pl,&) = (cos($), sin(t)). 
If we choose ~5 = h/(2&), then the layer computed by the basic SDFEM along the side y = 1 
is sharp, but the layer along z = 1 has oscillations (Figure 5) because the z-component of the 
added diffusion is too small. 
But if we now use the 6, parameter to increase the diffusion in the s-direction (i.e., perpen- 
dicular to the layer at 2 = 1) to h/2, then the oscillations there should be eliminated, while the 
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Figure 5. Solution to Example 4.2 with a sharp layer along u = 1. 
\ \ \ \ \ ’ 1 
\ 0.0 0.6 0.4 0.2 0 
Fire 6. Layer-orthogonal diffusion solution for Example 4.2. 
layer along y = 1 should remain sharp. That is, in (4.2) we take VP = vz, and we then choose 6, 
to satisfy S& + 5, = h/2, where already 6 = h/2. The method then computes the solution shown 
in Figure 6, where both outflow layers are sharp. 
4.4. Local Isotropic Diffusion for Two-Dimensional Problems 
In Section 3, we considered the addition of Local Isotropic Diffusion (LID) in one-dimensional 
problems. We now extend this idea to problems in two dimensions. 
Recall again Example 4.2. We saw in Section 4.3 (see Figure 5) that we could choose 6 to give 
a sharp layer along the side y = 1 in the solution computed by the basic SDFEM. We shall now 
use LID to stabilize the outflow layer at z = 1. 
The LID method follows the basic SDFEM approach on all mesh triangles except those adjacent 
to the edge z = 1, where we use instead, the weak formulation 
EL (VU? Vv) + (ub + Uh, 21+ 6vfl) = (f, u + 6?Jq), (4.3) 
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with E << EL 5 h. The parameter EL must be chosen to yield a sharp layer along the side x = 1. 
We achieve this by imitating the one-dimensional analysis of Section 3: considering only the 
s-components of the convection-diffusion problem, we have 
which we rewrite as 
Thus, we should choose CL so that (EL $ @@/Pi = h/2, i.e., set 
This value is supported by experiment, and we have seen that a similar heuristic analysis was 
quite successful in Section 4.3. The solution to Example 4.2 using LID with this value of EL and 
S = h/2 is given in Figure 7. The interior layer is captured moderately well and both boundary 
layers are sharp. 
1.2 
0.6 
0.6 
-0.2. 
0 
\ \ \ , \ ’ 1 
\ \ 0.8 0.6 0.4 0.2 0 
Figure 7. Solution to Example 4.2 using LID. 
We next apply our LID method to Example 4.1. The basic SDFEM with 6 = h/2 computes a 
solution with a sharp outflow layer but with significant oscillations along the parabolic layers at 
the sides y = 0 and y = 1 (see Figure 1). Taking er, = h/20 on triangles adjacent to these two 
sides, we obtain the solution of Figure 8, whose oscillations are greatly lessened. 
We note that a much smaller amount of diffusion is needed to stabilize a parabolic layer 
(EL = O(h/20)) than an exponential layer (EL = O(h/2)). 
We also investigated the following problem, which is similar to Example 4.1 but with slightly 
simpler boundary conditions. 
EXAMPLE 4.3. 
-sAu + u, = 0, in 52 = (0, 1)2, 
U(Z,O) = %(I, 1) = 1 - 2, u(O,y) = 1, U(l, y) = 0. 
(4.4) 
The solution computed for Example 4.3 by the basic SDFEM with 6 = h/2 gives, as one would 
expect, a sharp outflow layer but oscillatory parabolic layers. We conducted extensive numerical 
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1.2 
1 
0.8’ 
0.6 
0.4 
0.2 
0. 
0 
Figure 8. Solution to Example 4.1 using LID. 
experiments in order to ascertain how EL should be chosen on triangles adjacent to the sides 
y = 0 and y = 1, in order to computed the parabolic layers accurately. It turns out, that a fixed 
amount of LID causes overshoots in some part of the layers and undershoots in others, so we 
varied the value of EL along these of R. We discovered, that if for a given element e we take 
h 
EL= 3N(l-g,)+3’ 
where ge is the average value that the basic SDFEM solution takes at the midpoint of the 
boundary edge of the element e, then we obtain the remarkably accurate solution of Figure 9, 
which is almost oscillation-free. As yet, we are unable to explain why this choice of EL is so good. 
We have found that this formula gives equally good solutions if we vary the values of h and E. 
1.2. 
1, 
0.8 
0.6 
0.4 
0.2 
a 
f 
/ / / / / 
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 O 
Figure 9. Solution to Example 4.3 using LID. 
4.5. Postprocessing 
In convection-diffusion problems, we have seen that solutions computed by the basic SDFEM 
often exhibit smearing or nonphysical oscillations. The basic features of the true solution, such as 
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the location of layers, are nevertheless, discernible. We, therefore, examine a simple postprocess- 
ing technique for SDFEM solutions that improves overall quality while retaining accuracy, where 
it is already present. 
To motivate our postprocessing method, we recall [6), where Semper considers the solution of 
convection-diffusion problems on R using a square mesh of side h and bilinear trial functions. For 
the case of Example 4.1, his difference scheme (where we retain only the most significant terms) 
is the ninepoint stencil 
h h h -- 
4’ 3’ 
-- 
12’ 
-h, 
4h 
-, -4, 
h h” h -- 
4’ 9’ 
-- 
12’ 
(here rows correspond to the z-direction, columns to the y-direction). This stencil has a (1 4 1) 
weighting in the y-direction. In [6], this observation is used to describe the oscillations in the 
computed solution of Figure 1; here we shall put it to a different use. 
The mesh nodes form a uniform square grid on fit. We index the nodes in the obvious way, by 
the ordered couples {(i, j) : i = 0, . . . , N, j = 0,. . . ,N}. Write ~ij, for the solution computed 
in[6]atthenode(zi,yj),andfori,j=l,...,N-llet 
rlij = f (Vij-1 + 4wij + zJQ+i) (4.5) 
(the factor l/6 is present to normalize the averaging). In terms of 7, the above nine-point stencil 
becomes 
Thus, if we regard the vij as the discrete unknowns, the matrix of our linear system of equations 
is irreducibly diagonally dominant, and its sign pattern then implies that it is an M-matrix, so 
the 7i.j satisfy a discrete maximum principle [2]. H ence, the qij, unlike the original vij, will not 
exhibit any oscillations if they are graphed. Now, to compute the qijij, must we rewrite the matrix 
generated by the SDFEM? No; given the solution uij computed by the basic SDFEM, we use the 
simple formula (4.5) to postprocess this solution into the solution qij. 
Next, we consider the situation when no useful pattern is obvious in the SDFEM difference 
scheme stencil (as is usually the case). The averaging of (4.5) is essentially one-dimensional; its 
natural generalization to two dimensions is to set 
?$j = S ’ ("t-l,j- i + 4utj_i + Ut+i,j_i + 4U~_1,j + 16~;j 
+4’G+i,j •t &i,j+i + 4Ukj+i + “F+i,j+i) 7 (4.6) 
for i,j = l,..., N - 1. This averaging, unlike that of (4.5), is isotropic, and we note that it can 
be applied without any a priori knowledge of the location or nature of layers in the solution. 
While these two postprocessors are designed to smooth oscillations occurring at layers, it is 
important to ensure that they do not degrade existing accuracy in the original computed solution. 
We now prove that both (4.5) and (4.6) will not decrease the order of accuracy of the basic SDFEM 
in regions away from layers where the solution is smooth. (We give the argument only for (4.6) 
since (4.5) is handled similarly.) 
It is known that in general, the basic SDFEM achieves pointwise accuracy of O(hll/*) away 
from layers, and that in certain cases this can be sharpened to 0(h2) [7,8]. Assume, therefore, 
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that the mesh node (zi, vj) lies in a region where the solution u is smooth (i.e., the derivatives 
of u are bounded independently of E). Thus, the computed solution uh satisfies the bound 
I$* - ‘21 (&&)I 5 Clh", (4.7) 
for T = i - l,i,i + 1 and s = j - l,j,j + 1, where Ci is a positive constant and cr 5 2. If 
we replace uh by u in each term on the right-hand side of (4.6) and write Qj for the resulting 
weighted average, then by a Taylor expansion of each of the terms about the point (zi, yj) we 
see easily that 
Iu(zi, Yj)-f&j1 I Gh2v 
where C2 is a positive constant. A triangle inequality and (4.7) now imply that 
I& - u (Xi, yj)l 5 Ciha + C2h2 I (Cl + C2) hQ, 
i.e., the pointwise error bound for the postprocessed solution qh is asymptotically as good as the 
bound for the original computed solution uh. 
We now give numerical results to illustrate the efficacy of our two forms of postprocessing. 
Consider first Example 4.2. The basic SDFEM, with 6 = h/2, yields the solution shown in 
Figure 2. When we postprocess this solution using (4.6), we obtain the solution displayed in 
Figure 10. 
0.6 
0.6 
0.4 
0.2 
0 
-0.2 
0 
2 \ \ 
’ 1 
\ \ \ 0.6 0.6 0.4 0.2 0 
Figure 10. Postproceasecl solution to Example 4.2. 
The postprocessing smoothes the solution, greatly reducing the oscillations along the interior 
layer, but without much of the smearing that is often visible in stable solutions of singularly per- 
turbed problems. Furthermore, the spurious oscillations along the outflow boundary z = 1 have 
almost disappeared. The boundary layer at y = 1 is only slightly smeared. This postprocessed 
solution is vastly superior to the original solution of Figure 2. 
Now recall Figure 1, where we presented the basic SDFEM solution for Example 4.1. The 
outflow boundary layer is sharp and only the parabolic layers need improvement. We apply (4.5) 
to postprocess the solution, as a one-dimensional averaging perpendicular to the parabolic layers, 
is the appropriate method here. That is, for i, j = 1,. . . , N - 1 we compute 
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%,j = f (“tj-l + 4utj + Ukj+l) .
The postprocessed solution is shown in Figure 11. We see that all layers are captured sharply, 
and only one small oscillation can be seen. This solution is extraordinarily accurate, using as it 
does a simple enhancement of the SDFEM on a coarse uniform mesh of only 421 nodes to solve 
this difficult problem. 
0 ,I / / / / 
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Figure 11. Postprocessed solution to Example 4.1 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
We have considered several linear modifications of the streamline diffusion finite element 
method (SDFEM) that increase the accuracy of computed solutions on coarse meshes. We found 
that by carefully choosing S, the free parameter of the SDFEM, we could compute one outflow 
boundary layer with great precision, but then a second outflow layer would be inaccurate. We, 
therefore, considered the introduction of layer-orthogonal diffusion in two-dimensional problems. 
We showed that this could eliminate oscillations over which the basic SDFEM had very little 
control and that two outflow layers could simultaneously be computed sharply. Next, we exam- 
ined the addition of local isotropic diffusion along boundaries. This method has the advantage 
that increasing stability in part of the domain, does not affect the solution over the rest of the 
domain. Thus, we obtained very sharp oscillation-free boundary layers, without introducing more 
diffusion at interior layers than we would have with the basic SDFEM. We then extended the idea 
to adding a varying amount of LID along parabolic layers, which resolved those layers extremely 
well. Finally, we developed two simple postprocessing methods that reduced the magnitude of 
oscillations occurring in a computed solution, without diminishing the quality of the overall solu- 
tion. Numerical results showed clearly that the postprocessed solution is a distinct improvement 
on the basic SDFEM, and in the case of Example 4.1, is spectacularly good. 
These simple refinements show that the basic streamline diffusion method can be significantly 
improved. For layer-orthogonal diffusion and local isotropic diffusion, with limited a priori infor- 
mation (the location of boundary layers), we demonstrated how sharp layers can be computed. 
Our two postprocessing formulae showed convincingly, how a simple modification of the basic 
SDFEM can give a remarkable improvement in the accuracy of the computed solution. 
We plan in the future to investigate variants of the SDFEM that use locally variable amounts of 
artificial diffusion and postprocessing, and hybrid methods that combine these various enhance- 
ments. 
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